
EC 305: Quantitative Ecology: Module Two: Jan 2012 Semester
Assignment #1 (updated and final)

Due: 19th March 2012 at the beginning of the class.

1. This question is straight from the worksheet # 1, since we did not discuss all of

your solutions in detail.

For two of your favorite species, write their (a) name (b) generation time in ap-

propriate units (minutes, months, or years, etc).

Estimate reasonable values of parameters (c) b, (d) d and (e) then calculate R

for those species. Show steps as to how you arrive at those numbers (i.e., how to

do you convert complicated life-history based birth-death rates to obtain above

numbers).

(f) Based on this, write down as precise interpretation of b, d and R for those

species.

(g) Consider any habitat these species reside. Estimate their current population

there (or just use a number from available databases). Starting with this popula-

tion size, estimate their population size after 10 generations. In doing so, assume

that b and d are density- (and all other factor-) independent.

2. The (rescaled) discrete logistic population growth model reads

xt+1 = R ∗ xt ∗ (1 − xt) (1)

where R is the growth parameter and xt is the population density at generation

t. Why does this model throw up negative numbers for a future generation if we

use a population density that is greater than 1?

3. For the discrete logistic model of Eq (1), use the graphical method to find the long

term dynamics at R = 3.84. Verify your results with direct computing of results.

4. For 3 ≤ r < 3.5, we find cycles of period two in the discrete logistic model.

In this regime, the positive fixed point that we found by solving the equation

x∗t+1 = x∗t = f(x∗t ) is unstable. But is there a way you can think of period two

cycle as fixed points as well? Can you translate that to equations?

5. Write a short proposal (< 750 words1) of a feasible research plan to test predictions

of the discrete logistic population model. This should include motivation for the

study, specific hypothesis, species that you plan to use, how you will carry out

the experiment, and how you will test the hypothesis (what kind of statistics is

needed).

1You can divide 750 words into roughly 5 paragraphs of 150 words each, or so. Brevity is preferred

over verbose articles.
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6. A key motivation for improving exponential growth model was that in the real

world, growth terms are not density-independent. We did this by assuming a

linear decay of growth terms with density (or population size), starting with R

at zero population size and then decreasing to 0 when population size reaches K

units; this gave us discrete time logistic model. However, real species need not

follow a simple linear density dependent decay of growth terms. So we also looked

Ricker model where the density-dependence is exponential.

(a) Construct a discrete population growth model in which there is positive density-

dependence for low densities (i.e., the growth terms increase with density). But

beyond certain critical density, the density-density dependence is negative (i.e.,

the growth terms begin to decrease beyond that density)2.

(b) Obtain fixed points, and analyze their stability, for this model as a function

of one key parameter of your model. If the way you wrote down your model is

’complex’, then it will be difficult to obtain fixed points algebraically. In that case,

use graphical methods and/or simulations using either excel or an R code (if so,

please attach the code with your submission).

(c) Does your new model exhibit long term dynamics where the system oscillates

between two population sizes (i.e., cycle 2 dynamics)?

(d) Does this model exhibit any new feature that was absent in earlier models

(exponential, logistic and Ricker)?

7. Construct a continuous time version of your discrete population model above.

What are the fixed points of this system as a function of your key model parameter?

8. Have completed required reading assignments (just say yes or no for each of the

required readings)?

2Hint: Think, and keep things, as simple as possible.
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